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 Luke Skywalker (Nigel Hadgkiss) has returned to his 
home planet of Tatooine (the ABCC) in an attempt to 
rescue his friend Han Solo (John Lloyd) from the 
clutches of the vile gangster Jabba the Hutt (????). Little 
does Luke know that the GALACTIC EMPIRE has 
secretly begun construction on a new 
armored space station even more powerful than the 
first dreaded Death Star. When completed, this 
ultimate weapon will spell certain doom for the small 

band of rebels struggling to restore freedom 
(of association) to the galaxy...
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“mechanisms must be in place to ensure that where 
disputes occur within the industry, such disputes are 
resolved in accordance with legislated or agreed dispute 
resolution mechanisms rather than by the application 
of industrial and commercial pressure. The rule of the 
law must replace industrial might.”

Royal Commissioner, The Honourable Terence Rhoderic Hudson Cole 
RFD QC, Final Report of the Royal Commission into the Building and 
Construction Industry, Australia, 2003, Paragraph 9.
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 Following the 2003 Cole Royal Commission, Building 
Industry Taskforce established

 BCII Act 2005 enacted, ABCC established
 Main object: 

 improved workplace relations framework to ensure 
building work carried out fairly, efficiently and productively

 Achieve main object by:
 Promoting respect for rule of law
 Ensuring respect for the rights of BIP’s
 Ensuring BIP’s are accountable for their unlawful conduct

 High penalties: $110,000 for corporate respondent, 
$22,000 for individuals
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 Coercive examination powers introduced (s 52)
 Criminal offence to fail to:

 Attend
 Produce documents
 Answer questions relevant to the investigation

 Use of coercive powers by ABCC peaked in 
2008 with 142 notices issued that year

 Ark Tribe: acquitted in 2010 of failure to attend 
compulsory examination due to defective 
notice due to ABCC’s failure to properly 
delegate the power to issue the notice
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 Proceedings against unions mainly 
 Injunctions obtained against unlawful 

industrial action, coercion of head contractors 
(eg West Gate Bridge), sub-contractors

 Record penalties of over  $1M against CFMEU 
& AMWU by Jessup J in West Gate Bridge 
dispute (2009, 2010)

 Total penalties imposed on CFMEU totalled 
>$2.7M (2005 – 2011)
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 Definition of “unlawful industrial action” in 
the building industry was “building industrial 
action” that was:
 Industrially motivated (ie supporting or advancing 

claims or industrial objectives of industrial 
association, or “disrupting the performance of 
work”)

 Constitutionally connected 
 Not excluded (protected) action
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BCII Amendment (Transition to Fair Work) Act 2012:
 re-named BCII Act the Fair Work (Building Industry) Act 2012
 ABCC abolished: replaced by Director of Fair Work Building Industry 

Inspectorate (“FWBC”)
 Came into effect from 1 June 2012

Object: To provide a balanced framework for cooperative, productive 
and harmonious workplace relations in the building industry by:
(a) ensuring compliance with workplace relations laws by all BIP’s
(b) providing information…about rights and obligations
(c) …enforcing those rights and obligations
(d) providing safeguards on the use of enforcement and investigative 
powers
(e) improving the level of occupational health and safety…
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 Almost all BCII Act provisions regulating 
building industry conduct were repealed
 Building industry participants subject only to the 

prohibitions contained in the Fair Work Act
 Higher penalties for unlawful industrial 

conduct in the industry no longer applied
 Building industry participants subject to same 

penalties as other employees and employers under 
the Fair Work Act
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 “Switch off” examination powers: 
 Independent Assessor – Special Building Industry Powers, 

could determine that the power to issue an examination notice 
is not to apply in relation to particular building projects (s 39)

 Examination Notice issued by AAT presidential 
member:
 upon application of Director on affidavit in relation to the 

investigation: s 45
 Ombudsman oversight: 

 Director must give copy of the notice, affidavit in support, a 
report, video review and transcript of examination to the 
Ombudsman: s 49, 54A

 Ombudsman must review exercise of powers and report to 
Parliament annually: s 54A
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 Director must not continue proceedings he has 
intervened in if the parties have settled the 
subject of the proceedings and discontinued the 
proceeding: s 73

 Director must not issue a proceeding in relation 
to a settled/discontinued matter: s 73A 
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 The Building and Construction Industry 
(Improving Productivity) Bill 2014 

 A Bill for an Act “to re-establish the ABCC”

 “Building work” definition includes supply or 
transportation of goods to building sites 
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What’s back in Episode III?
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 Commissioner’s power to issue an examination notice 
is restored (s 61)
 No requirement to apply to the AAT for issue of a notice

 “Switch off” provisions are gone
 Oversight of the ABCC’s exercise of its powers by the 

Ombudsman is retained (ss 64, 65)
 Failure to comply with examination notice is a criminal 

offence (s 62)
 Self incrimination and penalty privilege abrogated (s 

102)
 Documents/answers provided are inadmissible against 

the examinee (s 102)
 Compliance in good faith gives examinee immunity 

from liability (s 103)  
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 Penalties for contraventions of civil remedy 
provisions including UIA and picketing, 
coercion and discrimination: 
 $34,000 for individuals
 $170,000 for corporate entities including unions
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Coercion provisions replicate the equivalent 
provisions in the BCII Act

 Action or threats
 with intent to coerce a person to:

 Employ or not employ
 Engage or not engage
 Allocate or not allocate duties/responsibilities
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 Action or refraining from taking action, or 
threats

 with intent to coerce:
 A building employee to nominate a particular 

superannuation fund
 A building employer to pay to a particular super 

fund

Note: “undue pressure” is missing from this 
provision
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 Action or refraining from taking action, or 
threats

 with intent to coerce OR apply undue pressure 
to another person to agree or not to agree to -
 make, vary or terminate a building enterprise 

agreement
 approve such making, variation or termination. 
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 “Unlawful industrial action” (UIA) definition: 
section 5 –
 (a) the action is industrial action (see section 7); and
 (b) the action is not protected action (see section 8). 

 “Industrial action” – same meaning as FW Act: 
 work performance or practices resulting in 

restriction, limitation or delay
 bans, limitations or restrictions
 failure or refusal to attend or perform work
 lockouts
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 The same exceptions apply: 
 Actions authorised in advance and in writing by 

employer/employees
 Employee action based on reasonable concern as to 

imminent risk to health and safety, and no 
unreasonable failure to comply with a work 
direction 

 The requirement of the BCII Act definition in 
Episode I to show industrial motivation (as 
defined) for the action is no longer there
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 “Protected industrial action” - same meaning 
as s 408 of FW Act – ie:
 “employee claim action” about permitted matters 

that is authorised by a protected action ballot and 
not part of pattern bargaining by the bargaining 
agent who is genuinely trying and complies with the 
notice requirements

 “employee response action” (s 410)
 “employer response action” (s 411)
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What’s new in Episode III?
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 Industrial Action is not protected if:
 engaged in in concert with non-“protected persons”; or
 the organisers include non-“protected persons” 

 “Protected persons” are:
 Employee organisation that is a bargaining representative 

for the proposed enterprise agreement
 A member of same who is employed by the employer and 

will be covered by the proposed enterprise agreement
 An officer of same
 An employee who is a bargaining representative
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An unlawful picket is action that:

(i) has the purpose of preventing or restricting a person from accessing 
or leaving a building site or ancillary site; or

(ii) directly prevents or restricts a person from accessing or leaving; or

(iii) would reasonably be expected to intimidate a person accessing or 
leaving a building site -

AND is:

(i) Industrially motivated - ie for the purpose of supporting or advancing 
claims against a BIP or industrial objectives of a building association; 
or 

(ii) otherwise unlawful
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 Penalties for UIA and picketing: 
 $34,000 for individuals, 
 $170,000 for corporate entities including unions

 An employer response to “picketing” – to seek 
an interim injunction - now enshrined in 
section 48
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 Multiple reasons for action: section 56
 A person takes action for a particular reason if the 

reasons for the action include that reason
 Reverse onus: section 57

 If a particular reason or intent is alleged, it is 
presumed unless the person proves otherwise 

 High Court’s explanation of such provisions in 
Barclay will have relevance in unlawful 
picketing, coercion and discrimination cases
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 Reverse onus applies on final hearing (s 57) –
Respondents must show the picketers were not 
taking action for a particular reason or with 
particular intent 

 Respondents will therefore need to call evidence to 
prove the action was not motivated by industrial 
claims or objectives, and that there was no intent to 
coerce or apply undue pressure

 Game changer? 
 Reverse onus not applicable on an application for 

interim injunction: s 57(2) – need prima facie case
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 Employers must not:
 coerce
 attempt to coerce
 apply or attempt to apply undue pressure to:

 an employee, in relation to who is to be, or is 
not to be, the employee’s bargaining 
representative
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 New wording - no reference to the word or 
concept of “discriminate”

 No requirement to show that discriminatory 
conduct had an “adverse impact”: 
 (Helal v McConnell Dowell [2012] FCAFC 93)

 Coverage is the central concept: 
 prohibits action against an employer “because” of 

coverage or lack of coverage of the employer's employees 
by a Commonwealth industrial instrument

 Use of “because”:
 brings discrimination prohibition in line with adverse 

action provisions in the Fair Work Act: Board of Bendigo 
TAFE v Barclay 
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Nobody is above the law. I also wish to 
emphasise that unions have an important role to 
play in creating safe, harmonious and productive 
building sites. However, there are lawful ways for 
them to stand up for their members. For too long 
we have been stuck in the past. It is now time to 
get back to the future, and introduce and uphold 
the rule of the law.

Nigel Hadgkiss, address to Industrial Relations Society of Western 
Australia State Conference 2013. 
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